
Colchester City Council Productivity Plan Appendix A

1 Fit for the Future – Our plan to transform of services to make better use of resources, to take advantage of 
advances in technology, make better use of data to inform decision making and service design and to reduce 
wasteful spend. 

1.1 Through “Fit for the Future” we are starting a portfolio of work which will span the next three years to respond to 
challenges we face to: 

 Run council services within budgets 
 Adapt our services to meet the changing needs of our communities 
 Seek opportunities for additional income 
 Invest in technology and the skills of our workforce to enable efficiencies and modernise services.  

1.2The portfolio of work shown at appendix A will involve a change in our relationship with our residents, communities and 
partners. 

1.3We will continue to do all we can to protect those residents who are most vulnerable and do what we can to mitigate the 
impact changes may have on them.  

1.4We will do all that can to support our people through this change, in line with our values.  We will show integrity and 
kindness, be open and honest, demonstrate commitment to our skills, expertise and creativity, and maintain our pride in 
public service.   

1.6Our Fit for the Future portfolio will look at the organisation as whole and aligns our programmes of work into 5 streams of 
governance: 

 Environment 
 Leisure and Economy 
 Housing 
 Assets 
 Corporate 

https://colch-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/melissa_kemp-salt_colchester_gov_uk/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B6DD3D4C1-95AF-422B-AA4D-6ED238EABE32%7D&file=Fit%20for%20the%20Future_Full%20Portfolio.pptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=true


The projects, programmes and targets within the portfolio will evolve over time but the initial anticipated financial benefits are
summarised below: 

 
 24/25 25/26 26/27 
Stream Savings Income Savings Income Savings Income 

Total 

Environment 100K 1.055M 150K 103K 1.75M - £3.158 
million 

Leisure 
& Economy 146K 100K - - 210K 515K £1.171 

million 

Asset s 300K - - - - - £0.3 
million 

Housing - - - - 200K - £0.2 
million 

Corporate 143K - - - - - £0.143 
million 

Total Portfolio 689K 1.155M 150K 103K 2.16M 515K £4.772 
million 



2. Workforce Development

2.1The changes required by Fit for the Future are significant and this will require significant development of our workforce. The 
plan is underpinned by a comprehensive workforce plan to ensure staff have the necessary skills for the portfolio to be delivered
and for productivity to be enhanced. A summary is shown below: 



3. Oversight and Governance 

3.1 Effective oversight and governance to provide oversight and performance monitoring/management of the plan is also vital. A
summary of the fit for the future governance is shown below.    

 

 

4. Barriers preventing activity that Government can help to reduce or remove. 

4.1A summary of the barriers that inhibit productivity is shown below: 

 Single year finance settlements are not conducive to the multiyear medium term productivity planning as demonstrated in 
this plan 



 Continuing uncertainty and central prescription regarding recycling services is a significant barrier to planning productivity 
improvements in waste and recycling collection services. 

 The restriction on Disabled Facility Grants to be spent only on Capital and not Revenue.  An urgent review of the legislation 
is needed to assist Local Authorities to maximise spending

 The management of the many Resettlement Schemes being managed in isolation at a Government level does not support 
assist Local Authorities in managing all schemes in their areas

 Increase in demand for housing services due to demographic changes, population growth, Local Housing Allowance not 
meeting rents and a parallel shortfall in Government funding to meet the demand for affordable housing. Higher grant levels 
through Homes England would mean that some schemes currently not viable could be delivered.   

 Barriers to planning and providing adequate housing prevention services, which could prevent demand for temporary 
accommodation and alleviate homelessness, caused by a need to focus on alleviating acute need.

 The government announced in April that the existing social housing rent settlement will be rolled over by a further year until 
April 2026.  It means annual rent increases will continue to be capped at Consumer Price Index (CPI) of inflation plus 1% for 
2025-26.  Whilst this is positive, we need longer term rent settlements of CPI+1% so that we have greater certainty of 
income to be able to plan our investment in new and existing homes.


